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      "like a restless organism that cannot itself be stilled, the superb musical director is Simon Slater"
      Matt Wolf, New York Times
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        Simon is an award-winning composer of over 300 original scores for theatre, film, television and radio.

        As an actor he is a familiar face on British television, as well as having appeared in films and many critically-acclaimed theatre productions in London and abroad.
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      Praise for Simon's musical direction of Amadeus

      	
          
            [image: ]
            Michael Billington
The Guardian
          
          "...an epic piece of music-theatre...stunning."

        
	
          
            [image: ]
            Matt Wolf
The New York Times
          
          "...vibrant...Throughout the production, the Sinfonia plays multiple extracts from Mozart, occupying the capacious stage like a restless organism that cannot itself be stilled; the superb musical director is Simon Slater. At various moments, we hear bits of a distinctly modern-day beat as if to signal the avant-gardist that Mozart was considered in his day."
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            Ian Shuttleworth
The Financial Times
          
          "When Simon Slater's musical direction and the Sinfonia all merge in the final Requiem sequence, the drama becomes as towering as the music."
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            Paul Taylor
The Independent
          
          "...thrillingly fresh and imaginative...the Southbank Sinfonia are integrated into the play to stunning effect."
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            Dominic Cavendish
The Daily Telegraph
          
          ""...note-perfect....  Simon Slater has provided additional music, to create a flow of incidental (and often wryly pointed) accompaniment."

        


    
    
      	Bloodshot
Betty Nomination
Best performance in Drama
	Audie Award Winner
Wolf Hall
	Constellations
Nomination
Olivier Awards 2013
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            Lyn Gardner
The Guardian
          
          "...productive, thrilling, daringly imaginative…Simon Slater’s musical compositions echo and shimmer with Bizet"
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            Chicago Tribune
          
          "It takes a certain kind of genius to create a century full of characters...and give each a distinctive voice and a fully formed personality...It's hard to imagine any single reader's imagination performing as well."
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            Libby Purves
TheatreCat
          
          "...a gorgeous little thriller, performed alone by the remarkable Simon Slater."

          
        


    
    
      	
          
            Constellations

            Written by Nick Payne, Music by Simon Slater

            Royal Court, West End Broadway
          

        
	
          
            Bloodshot

            Written by Douglas Post, Music by Simon Slater

            Coming to America soon! Chicago, Calgary, Vienna & Londons (St James Theatre)
          

        


    
    
      Recent work
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          Great Expectations

          Beckham Unicorn, West End
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          Constellations

          Nick Payne, Royal Court, West End Broadway
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          Carmen Disruption

          Simon Stephens, Almeida
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          'Tis a Pity She's a Whore

          SWP, Globe Theatre
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          Death of a Salesman

          West Yorkshire Playhouse
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          Single Spies

          Rose Theatre
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          Alice in Wonderland Madhatter

          Watermill Theatre Newbury
        


    
    
      
        Reach out

        To discuss future collaboration please get in touch with my agents below. You're also welcome to use the form to contact me directly.

        
          For composition, please contact Maggie Rodford or Chantelle Woodnutt at Air-Edel Associates:
          

          Phone: 020 7486 6466
          

          Email:
          air-edel@air-edel.co.uk
          

          Post: 18 Rodmarton Street, London, W1U 8BJ, UK
        

        
          For acting, please contact Lou Coulson Associates:
          

          Phone: 020 7734 9633
          

          Email:
          info@loucoulson.co.uk
          

          Post: 37 Berwick Street, London W1F 8RS, UK
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